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Abstract 
Since its emergence in the early 1990’s, the WWW has become not only an information 
system of unprecedented size, but a universal platform for the development of services and 
applications. However, most of the advances in web technologies are intended for 
professional developers, paying poor attention to end-users with no programming abilities but 
with explicit needs of creating and customizing web-based presentations. This provides a 
strong motivation for end-users to act as designers at some point, leading to an emerging role 
of new computing-related professionals to be considered. This paper is an effort to leverage 
such difficulties by providing intelligent mechanism to assist end-users in web-based 
authoring tasks. To carry out such a challenge, intelligent user-monitoring techniques are 
exploited to obtain high-level information that will be used to infer the user’s preferences and 
assist him throughout the interaction. Furthermore, we report on how iteration patterns can be 
applied to avoid repetitive tasks that are automatically carried out on behalf of the user. In 
order to bring off a feasible trade-off between expressivity and ease of use, a user experiment 
to obtain the user’s perception and evaluate the hit-rate of our system is also presented.  
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1. Introduction 
A long-term goal of Human Computer Interaction is to design systems that minimize the gap 
between the human's cognitive conception of task and its computational representation. In this 
respect, considerable progress has been made over the last few years. Computer applications 
include new and more sophisticated user interfaces. This motivated user interaction to be one 
of the most important concerns in the design of today’s software artifacts. Consequently, the 
new computing today is a shift from machine-centered automation to user-centered services 
and tools. In a nutshell, traditional computing has changed from what computers can do 
themselves to what people can do with computers [36]. 
 
1.1 End-user interaction 
As software products grow in terms of expressivity, there is a growing need to allow people to 
customize, configure and also create their own software artifacts in order to achieve daily 
tasks properly. This includes professionals such as engineers, scientists and freelance 
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professionals who have concrete domain skills but generally lack programming abilities [19].  
Further support is needed in order to provide non-programmer professionals with easy-to-use 
mechanisms to build and customize software artifacts, avoiding the need for them to learn 
programming languages and specifications that are usually deemed to be irrelevant for their 
daily work activities. Programming languages must be flexible enough to deal with a wide 
range of problems, but with flexibility comes complexity, and the result is a learning curve 
that most users simply cannot be expected to tolerate [9]. Several researchers have sought to 
reduce the learning burden by creating design environments that do not require users to 
program per se; instead, they design by instructing the machine to learn from examples [15] 
or by interacting with graphical micro worlds representing real domains. 
It is estimated that over the next few years we will be moving from easy-to-use to easy-to-
develop interactive software systems. A study reported that in the U.S. alone, there are 55 
million end-user developers compared to 2.75 million professional software developers [2]. 
This advocates the idea of considering new design strategies, providing the end-user with a 
different role of self-designer rather than being a simple computer operator. Actually, such a 
trend motivated new interaction-based research to be considered. Probably the most important 
approach is EUD (End-User Development) [14, 28], which is focused on a user-centered 
approach. End-User Development can be thought of as a set of activities and techniques that 
allow people, including non-professional developers, at some point to create or modify a 
software artifact [13]. Those include intelligent and adaptive approaches such as 
Programming by Example. EUD is targeted at meeting the needs previously commented 
upon, enabling final users to create their own software artifacts with the minimum effort. Do-
it-yourself computing is one way to perceive this flourishing field [8].  
 
1.2 Authoring dynamically generated web-based interfaces 
In the last ten years, the web has spread as a relevant information distribution medium. A 
great proportion of web content and functionality are accessed today through web interfaces. 
To provide maximal functionality, most web interfaces are dynamic rather than static. 
Actually, it is estimated that 80% of web pages are dynamically generated [35] by 
applications and services stored in web servers.  
The challenge of authoring static web pages has been practically overcome years ago by well-
known commercial tools. Using such applications it is possible to make changes to web pages 
and in turn upload them into web servers, enabling the user to avoid editing HTML directly. 
However, authoring dynamic web pages comprises a far more complex concern, since it 
requires users to have programming skills. At present, most web pages built by end-users 
simply present information; creation of interactive web sites or web applications such online 
forms, surveys and interactive web applications still requires considerable skill in 
programming and web technology. Preliminary studies indicate that users’ web development 
activities are limited not because of a lack of interest but rather because of the difficulties 
inherent in interactive web development [33]. Actually, no definitive solution has still been 
proposed to provide users with easy mechanisms for authoring web-based dynamic 
information generated by databases, web-based services, ontologies and other repositories. 
There are commercial applications, including languages and frameworks such as XSL and 
JSP/ASP that can greatly simplify the development and maintenance of dynamic web pages. 
However, such environments still require advanced technical knowledge that domain experts, 
graphic designers or even average programmers may lack. A small number of development 
environments have been provided to easily deal with all these technologies. Admittedly, these 
tools help manage projects and provide code browsing and debugging facilities, but one still 
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has to deal with the code. Additionally, users might want to customize only a concrete part of 
a web application, having no need of dealing with the whole programmer-targeted 
development environment when carrying out simpler modifications. An interesting study by 
Rode and Rosson [34] revealed that although much progress has been made by commercial 
web development tools, most of the end-user tools that they reviewed did not lack 
functionality but rather ease-of-use. Rode and Rosson explored many different paths, 
including extensions to a popular web development tool (Macromedia Dreamweaver) to offer 
web application features more suitable to end-users. Although tools like Dreamweaver and 
FrontPage have substantial extension APIs, Rode and Rosson found the inflexibility in 
controlling the users’ workflow as the main hindrance to adopting these approaches. 
Currently, none of the commercial tools that they reviewed would work without major 
problems for the informal web developer. Ideally, following the concept of the gentle slope 
[16], the skills required to implement advanced features should only grow in proportion to the 
complexity of the desired functionality. In general, it is difficult to provide what-you-see-is-
what-you-get (WYSIWYG) tools for the development of dynamic web pages because it is 
difficult to describe procedural behavior visually. This is an inherent problem concerning 
most authoring environments, which implicitly reduce the user’s ability to create and modify 
(web-based) software artifacts. 
 
1.3 The approach 
This paper presents an approach aimed at authoring dynamically generated web-based pages 
by end-users. This approach consists of two tools intended to minimize the effort in authoring 
such web-pages. On the one hand, DESK [20, 22] is an interactive authoring tool that allows 
the customization of dynamic-page generation procedures with no a-priori tool-specific skill 
requirements from authors. On the other hand, PEGASUS [5, 6] generates HTML pages from 
a structured domain-model and an abstract presentation-model. The approach consists of 
combining intelligent GUI-design techniques such as Programming By Example (PBE) [9, 
15] with a bespoke ontology-based representation of knowledge. DESK acts as a client-side 
complement of the PEGASUS dynamic web-page generation system. Such a solution 
attempts to smooth the gentle slope of complexity in software usage [19], decreasing the 
general expressivity by means of a WYSIWYG environment, in favor of increasing the ease 
of use. 
DESK faces the challenge of supporting the customization of page generation procedures in 
an editing environment that looks like an HTML editor from the author’s point of view. The 
PEGASUS presentation model specifies which pieces of knowledge should be rendered and 
how a certain unit of information from the domain model is presented to the user. Instead of 
using the PEGASUS modeling language, authorized users can modify the internal 
presentation model by editing in DESK the HTML pages generated by PEGASUS. DESK 
detects iteration patterns and follows the Programming By Example approach to infer 
changes that affect every class of knowledge from the user’s actions. DESK widens the 
spectrum of authors who can participate in an otherwise abstract and complex model-based 
environment such as PEGASUS. Inversely, our work shows that PBE techniques can benefit 
from a knowledge-based approach, which provides models of the user interface and explicit 
domain semantics for the PBE component to reason about. Consequently, our system’s main 
goal is to help users to carry out the authoring task easily. Further, novice web users can 
benefit from using our system, since no programming languages are required and help is 
provided throughout the interaction in order to achieve modifications to web pages with 
minimum effort. 
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In a nutshell, the main contribution of this work is providing an environment that 
automatically customizes web presentations from changes performed by users. Furthermore, 
an intelligent agent is also provided to monitor the user’s activity and build a high-level task 
model to reason about and infer the user’s intent. Inferred information is exploited to 
personalize web presentations, which will be dynamically generated depending on previous 
user changes. The conceptual separation between content and presentation, which is implicitly 
carried out by the system using an ontology-driven approach, provides useful mechanisms to 
characterize the user’s intent. This involves exploiting semantics to better characterize user 
preferences at interaction. Additionally, a trade-off between expressiveness and easy-of-use 
should be considered. In this respect, we carry out such a compromise by supporting less 
expressive but likely far more easy-to-use authoring facilities, which are mostly intended to 
help and assist non-skilled end-users in authoring complex and cumbersome tasks.   
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes PEGASUS’s mechanisms as well as 
the ontology-based underlying models used in dynamic page generation. Section 3 presents 
DESK and the inference mechanisms used in authoring the adaptive dynamic web pages 
generated by PEGASUS. Section 4 discusses an experiment carried out by users utilizing 
DESK. Section 4 also reports related work. Finally, Section 5 provides the conclusions to 
complete the structure of this paper. 
 
2. Knowledge representation and automatic generation of web interfaces  
Ontologies can be regarded as an effective way to model different aspects of a user interface 
and to provide conceptual models in which complex relationships can be defined. Such a 
conceptualization can be used in order to code high-level semantic paths for automatic web-
based interface generation, further characterization and reverse-engineering purposes [21]. 
The author’s research experience is in using ontologies to specify knowledge for building data 
models (domain models) used together with application or presentation models. Our previous 
experiences helped us to address the problem of specifying complex knowledge focused on 
the interface’s domain and presentation models, as well as working with XML-based 
languages that better fulfill the assumptions about knowledge distribution and sharing that we 
have implicitly presented in this work. Therefore, this work is focused on combining 
ontologies with Model Based User Interface (MBUI) techniques [30, 32], which emerged as 
the solution claiming to overcome several difficulties in automating the process of generating 
interfaces (e.g., redundancy, lack of encapsulation and reusability). The implicit idea behind 
MBUI is to split up the conceptual level of a user interface, which leads consequently to the 
explicit specification of different aspects of the interface itself, such as user and platform, 
domain knowledge, presentation, dialog and behavior. 
PEGASUS (Presentation modeling Environment for the Generation of ontology-Aware 
context-Sensitive web User interfaceS) is a domain-independent system that helps to create a 
dynamic front-end for ontology-driven knowledge-based applications on the web [5]. 
PEGASUS supports the definition of made-to-measure ontologies for the description of 
domain knowledge. This approach is based on MBUI mechanisms that ensure domain 
independence by separating concept and presentation, so that the system generates web pages 
on the fly by selecting domain objects (i.e., instances of the domain ontology) and assembling 
them into HTML documents in response to a user’s requests for concrete knowledge units. 
Since PEGASUS’s ontological processing and specification is not the main concern in this 
paper, we summarize in next subsections the most important concerns about this system for 
the sake of brevity. Instead, we will later focus on DESK and the iterative pattern detection, 
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which is the strength of this paper. Interested readers can refer to [5, 6] in order to find further 
detail about PEGASUS. 
 
2.1 PEGASUS’s Domain model 
The domain model in PEGASUS comprises a semantic network of ontology classes, instances 
and relations. The domain ontology consists of a set of classes that best fit a specific 
application domain or that reflect the specific view of a particular author on the domain. In the 
presented approach, ontologies can be defined with a high degree of freedom, with very 
generic classes like Catalog, Product, or more specific, like E-Mail Software, and Multimedia 
Tools. All this knowledge is captured by defining attributes for classes, and relations between 
classes [6]. 
As an example, a designer could build a domain ontology in PEGASUS for a software 
download site like Tucows, defining ontology classes like Product, Category, 
HigherCategory, LowerCategory, and Catalog. This way, instances such as 
Internet, E-Mail, E-Mail Clients and Allegro Mail could be defined: 
<HigherCategory id="Internet"> 
  <subCategories> 
    <HigherCategory ref="Connectivity"/> 
    <HigherCategory ref="Communications"/> 
    <HigherCategory ref="E-Mail"/> 
    ... 
  </subCategories> 
</HigherCategory> 
<HigherCategory id="E-Mail"> 
  <subCategories> 
    <LowerCategory ref="E-Mail Clients"/> 
    <LowerCategory ref="E-Mail Parsers"/> 
    ... 
  </subCategories> 
</HigherCategory> 
<LowerCategory id="E-Mail Clients"> 
  <products> 
    <Product ref="Agile Mail"/> 
    <Product ref="Allegro Mail"/> 
    ... 
  <products> 
</LowerCategory> 
<Product id="Allegro Mail"    
         license="Shareware" price="39.95"> 
  <information> <AtomicFragment> 
      With AllegroMail, you can set up... 
  </AtomicFragment> </information> 
</Product> 
XML attributes like license and price correspond to properties of a knowledge unit (of 
class Product), whereas elements like subCategories and products are relations 
with other units (the ref attribute corresponds to the unit ID’s). While the current version of 
the approach uses ad-hoc XML extensions to represent the domain model for historical 
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reasons, it is planned to move to some of the currently available ontology definition standards 
like RDF or OWL [11], with minor modifications to the system. 
 
2.2 PEGASUS’s Presentation Model 
In contrast with other knowledge-based systems that achieve automatic page generation; e.g., 
Adaptive Hypermedia systems [3, 27], PEGASUS provides extensive control over 
presentation design, by using an explicit presentation model, apart from contents. The 
separation of content and presentation is achieved by defining a presentation template for 
each class of the ontology. Templates define what parts (attributes and relations) of a 
knowledge item must be included in its presentation and in what order, as well as their visual 
appearance and layout. This explicit separation enables graphical aspects and domain contents 
to be handled more naturally, splitting up design responsibilities depending on the designer’s 
task and/or background. Simpler templates can be elaborated by graphical designers, who 
need focus only on the presentation’s graphical aspects. Designers only have to take care to 
insert references to domain concepts (such as Product, CategoryofProduct and so on) 
into the presentation template. Therefore, content providers need only focus on the structure 
of the domain ontology in order to create the contents for such references. Finally, the system 
dynamically generates the objects instanced, using the template created previously. Templates 
are defined by using an extension of HTML based on JavaServer Pages (JSP), that allows 
inserting control statements (between <% and %>) and Java expressions (between <%= and 
%>) in the HTML code. For instance, a template for class HigherCategory could be as 
follows: 
<% if (availableSpace > 5) { %>      1 
   <widget type="Table" columns="3"      2 
           dataflow="wrap">      3 
     <list> <%= subcategories %> </list>     4 
   </widget>      5 
<% } else { %>      6 
   <table>      7 
     <tr><td> <%= id %> </td></tr>      8 
     <tr><td> <%= subcategories %> </td></tr>    9 
   </table>      10 
<% } %>      11 
This template indicates that when there is enough available space (which is estimated on a 
scale from 0 to 10) a table is created in which a subcategory is presented in each cell, left to 
right and top to bottom (lines 2 to 5). Otherwise a table of two rows and a single column is 
generated (lines 7 to 10) where the category id (line 8) and the list of subcategories (line 9) 
are displayed. The expression <%= subcategories %> is a reference to the multi-valued 
relation subcategories of the HigherCategory being displayed. The relation points 
to a list of objects of type Category, which PEGASUS presents using the appropriate 
template recursively. The widget XML tag is a JSP custom tag used to provide a standard 
set of HTML widgets like tables, input types (buttons, combo boxes, etc.), and selection lists. 
Each widget type has specific mechanisms to display domain model data structures, using 
different strategies to map complex relations between domain objects to display structures. 
The resulting page for the Internet category can be seen in Figure 1, where the outer table 
results from lines 2 to 5 of the template, and the inner tables correspond to lines 7 to 10 
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applied to subcategories of Internet software (a few details like cell background colors and the 
tabbed bar have been omitted in the template code for the sake of brevity). 
Besides templates, the PEGASUS presentation model also includes presentation rules like the 
following: 
<Rule> 
  <test condition="availableSpace <= 1 "/> 
  <presentation>  <%= this.asLink() %>   </presentation> 
</Rule> 
In Figure 1, above rule is responsible for presenting third-level subcategories, such as E-
mail Clients, as a link.  
 
 
Figure 1. Web page generated for an instance of type HigherCategory 
Adaptivity is carried through by inserting conditions into the presentation model’s templates, 
into presentation rules, and into relations between domain objects. These conditions can test 
properties of the user model, properties of the data, characteristics of the platform, and any 
other aspect that should influence presentation, like task requirements, user’s goals, usage 
modes (e.g., exploration vs. selective search), etc.  
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Figure 2. PEGASUS Architecture 
At runtime, the user interacts with the application through a web browser. Interaction with an 
application built with PEGASUS consists of navigating through the semantic network of 
domain objects. Each time the user moves to an object, PEGASUS responds by generating an 
HTML page (see Figure 2). In doing so the system a) resolves the user’s request by 
determining the actual object to move to, b) locates the instance in the domain model, c) 
updates the domain and user models and d) generates the HTML presentation applying the 
pertinent rules and the template that corresponds to the object class. In the generated pages 
links do not point to other pages but refer, explicitly or descriptively, to other domain objects. 
From the PEGASUS point of view, the unit of interaction with the user is an HTTP request. 
User model updates are carried out by taking into account only the information extracted from 
client’s requests. Platform and user interface characteristics are captured at the client-side 
through JavaScript code that the system inserts in the generated HTML pages, and the 
information is returned to the server as part of an HTTP request when the user clicks on links 
and buttons. This assumption greatly simplifies the system architecture and the integration 
with external tools and modules. By contrast, it means that the system is not explicitly aware 
of user activity between two requests, and presentation is not updated during that interval. A 
finer but far more complex and bandwidth-sensitive approach could be supported by 
generating Java user interface components (applets) that interact with the user and 
communicate directly with the server to query and update the domain and user models.  
All in all, PEGASUS’s underlying models are flexible enough to represent interface 
information with a high degree of expressiveness. Designers handle such knowledge by 
writing it by hand with an ontology-based standard editing tool or by using one of our 
previous tools such as PERSEUS [22], which is intended to create specific domain knowledge 
(class, objects and relationships) for PEGASUS. PERSEUS (Presentation ontology buildER 
for cuStom lEarning sUpport Systems) is an interactive form-driven tool that was originally 
used for creating PEGASUS adaptive hypermedia e-learning systems [6] by automatically 
generating the XML domain-information to be processed by PEGASUS.  
However, a designer wanting to customize or further change a presentation generated by 
PEGASUS would have to follow the reverse path from the generated web page to the 
underlying models, dealing with procedural information, the domain and presentation models 
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of the applications, and figuring out correspondences and mappings from the domain 
ontology to the presentation objects - i.e., those used in the presentation template to render 
domain objects. Obviously, this is a difficult challenge to face, since dealing with procedural, 
presentation and domain knowledge together is not an easy task even for advanced 
programmers. When procedural information needs to be considered, data-driven design 
approaches such as PERSEUS are insufficient. Any solution proposed should be able to 
provide mechanisms to support customization by the end-user, where ease of use should be 
the primary concern.  
DESK was conceived to leverage the authoring mechanisms and deal with web customization 
easily. DESK fulfils the assumptions made and provides with automatic support for 
accomplishing designs involving domain, presentation and procedural information under the 
same authoring environment. Therefore, the user does not need to get involved in the reverse 
path that the system follows automatically to carry out the required modifications. 
 
3. Authoring dynamic web pages through DESK 
In this approach, EUD paradigm is particularly considered in order to deploy ontology-based 
MBUI techniques that relieve users from having to deal with specifications. To this end, it 
accepts a reduction in the expressiveness of the MBUI approach in order that users do not 
have to manipulate declarative specifications for the interface [17]. For a successful trade-off 
between expressiveness and complexity, the system must provide a low-level abstract design 
environment, such as a WYSIWYG interface that provides end-users with a real 
representation of the interface.  Such environments help users to easily manipulate the 
interface’s objects without using complex specification languages, and provide a realistic 
depiction at every step of what the user is attempting to do. However, creating an application 
from scratch through a WYSIWYG environment is not easy, since a great deal of implicit 
information from the underlying application models is often required [21]. 
Users can modify the design of dynamic web documents through DESK, editing the page that 
PEGASUS generates instead of by directly manipulating its modeling language. DESK 
identifies domain values, model fragments, and presentation constructs in the HTML code, 
from which it infers meaningful transformations. The user only knows about the web 
document and need not be aware of the underlying models and languages. 
Figure 3 depicts how DESK works. DESK has both client-side and server-side components. 
The client-side looks like a conventional HTML web-based authoring tool, where the user 
navigates through dynamic web pages generated by PEGASUS (1) and edits those (2) in a 
WYSIWYG environment. The tool monitors the user’s activity and generates a monitoring 
model containing user actions along with its context for characterizing each action 
conveniently. Then this information is sent to DESK’s server-side component (3), which 
processes the monitoring model, infers changes (4), generates suitable feedback and sends it 
back to the user (5). Finally, DESK applies the inferred changes to PEGASUS’s underlying 
models (6). Affected web pages will be dynamically regenerated and will appear suitably 
modified whenever the user navigates through them. 
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Figure 3. DESK mechanism overview 
 
3.1 Inferring user intentions 
DESK authoring tool uses a set of suitable heuristics consisting of advanced ontology-based 
search algorithms for obtaining both syntactic and semantic information in order to infer user 
intent. Syntactic information is obtained by the client-side component by means of low-level 
heuristics (HL), whereas the server-side component obtains semantic information by applying 
high-level heuristics (HH). This distinction is because semantic information is only available 
at the server-side where underlying high-level models are stored, whereas the client-side 
component is mostly provided with syntactic information about the user’s modification to 
HTML objects. However, both syntactic and semantic information are used together to 
provide further accuracy when addressing ambiguity and analyzing context, thus obtaining 
precise and meaningful information about the user’s intent. In general terms, DESK heuristics 
deploy available knowledge from the PEGASUS’s domain ontology in order to map the 
user’s modifications to appropriate domain structures.  
At the client-side, DESK records all basic user editing actions accomplished in the HTML 
code (insert text, change text style, etc.) and attempts to find out the syntactic context by 
applying low-level heuristics (HL). In turn, contextual information and user actions are packed 
into constructor primitives to form the monitoring model (Figure 4). Low-level heuristics 
determine the syntactic context for every user action [18]. Syntactic context is useful to obtain 
local information about where the changes take place in the HTML code, thus providing with 
further support for disambiguation. Later, this information will be used on the server-side.  
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Figure 4. DESK client-side 
Low-level heuristics are grouped into several modules: 
 The context-location module finds out nearest syntactic context for every modification. 
Candidate context includes references to other surrounding HTML objects and text 
fragments that could be useful in order to identify mappings among HTML code and 
domain objects. 
 The special-structure location module identifies presentation structures (e.g., tables, 
selection lists, etc.) in which a modification occurs. This module knows about items, cells, 
rows and columns, as well as how data structures are related to different presentation 
widgets. 
 The monitoring-model generation module generates a structured monitoring model 
containing information from previous modules—that is to say, user actions and 
surrounding context. This module transforms atomic syntactic actions into meaningful 
editing primitives, including contextual location and information about the HTML 
object’s structures. 
 
3.2 Inferring meaningful transformations 
Once the monitoring model has been created, it is sent to the server for further processing. 
Figure 5 shows the back-end architecture of DESK. The client-side sends the monitoring 
model to DESK’s server-side component, where inference takes place. 
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Figure 5. DESK server-side 
Server-side processing is mainly focused on inferring semantic information that will 
eventually be used to update PEGASUS’s underlying models. To this end, high-level 
heuristics (HH) have been defined [18]. These determine semantic context by examining the 
application’s domain model. The system handles this by processing the domain ontology in 
order to find out relationships between the syntactic changes and the domain objects.  
High-level heuristics are also grouped into several modules: 
 The context-location module finds out semantic context by processing the domain 
ontology. This is probably the most important module and is also the first to be invoked. It 
is targeted at identifying domain objects by both analyzing the content of the monitoring 
model and processing the domain ontology. More precisely, an algorithm executes a loop 
to find whether an element of the monitoring model matches an ontology object or 
whether it has instead to be identified by the context (analyzing other surrounding 
objects).  
 The presentation-context module takes into account the information reported by the 
context-location module to create references to presentation objects included in the 
presentation model of PEGASUS. These references will then be used to identify changes 
that concern how the domain objects will be visualized. Since the user can make changes 
to domain and presentation objects separately, the system must identify correctly whether 
a change affects the presentation level (lexical changes such as style, position color 
attributes and so on) or the domain level (changes concerning domain objects and 
relationships). 
 The disambiguation module is called whenever an ambiguous situation appears. This is 
when two or more references for the same user modification are found during context 
searching by previous modules. To solve this problem, the disambiguation module takes 
into account contextual information stored in the monitoring model by means of the low-
level heuristics. Such contextual information will be analyzed to disambiguate references 
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and decide which is the appropriate one to select. When the ambiguity cannot be solved, 
the system prompts the user for help. 
One of the most important concerns of the high-level heuristics is to process the domain 
model in order to obtain meaningful information for characterizing user changes. As an 
example, let us suppose that the user edits the title of an e-mail client called “Allegro Mail”, 
adding the word “Client” at the end.  
Before After 
 Allegro Mail 
 Item 2 
 Item 3 
 ... 
 Item N 
 Allegro Mail Client 
 Item 2 
 Item 3 
 ... 
 Item N 
 The following information is created in the monitoring model to codify this modification: 
<InsertText>             
  <Text> Client </Text>           1  
  <Context start="12" end="18" before="" after="Item 2">     2 
    <Text> Allegro Mail </Text>         3 
  </Context>   
</InsertText> 
The code above shows how the system recognizes the insertion of the word Client (line 1) 
and also the context where the insertion takes place—that is, from position 12 up to position 
18 (line 2) of the first line (before = ""; means that before that point there is nothing) and 
just before a given Item 2 (after = "Item 2"), following the existing paragraph 
Allegro Mail (line 3). The line Allegro Mail was generated by a 
<%=subcategories("vertical")%> instruction in the presentation template. Such a 
command establishes different categories of email products (in this case) to be visualized 
vertically by a selection list. In order for the system to detect the proposed modification, it 
processes the monitoring-model code above and attempts to find out where Allegro Mail 
software appears by matching that string with the existing domain objects. This way, an 
occurrence is found, as the title attribute of object EMC1 seems to contain such a string:  
<eMail-Clients ID="EMC1" title="Allegro Mail"> 
... 
<eMail-Clients ID="EMC2" title="Item 2"> 
... 
<eMail-Clients ID="EMCN" title="Item N"> 
... 
The system starts to analyze the object affected and then realizes that it belongs to the 
category eMail-Clients. The system searches the domain model again to find where the 
object EMC1 occurs, and discovers that it is included in the relation BelongsTo of the 
object E-Mail:  
<E-Mail ID="EM"> 
  <BelongsTo>  
    <eMail-Clients ID="EMC1"/> 
    <eMail-Clients ID="EMC2"/> 
    ... 
    <eMail-Clients ID="EMCN"/> 
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... 
Analyzing this object and searching the domain model once again, the system finally finds the 
class Software, where the relation BelongsTo appears:  
<Class name="Software"> 
  <Relation name="BelongsTo"...>  
... 
Since the system follows up every relation coming from the first occurrence, it is possible to 
determine the logical path for every modification. In this way, carrying out a bottom-up 
search and keeping the information found during the process the system can characterize the 
change in the domain model. In this particular case, the characterization carried out by the 
system can be summarized as: “The user has modified the title of a «lower category» e-mail 
client product that belongs to a «higher category» called e-mail, included in the software 
catalog of the electronic shop.”  
The changes our system can detect may also involve presentation styles in the JSP template. 
In order to detect those, the system first characterizes the object involved in the modification 
as explained above. It then searches the presentation model of the corresponding class in 
which the object appears. This is the task of the presentation-context module, which matches 
the characterized object with its representation in the presentation template, replacing, 
removing or adding the new style attributes. 
For instance, let us suppose that the presentation template contains the code <h1> <%= 
Product.title %> </h1>, giving the product’s title a heading style of  h1. If the user 
decides to change the style to h2, the following line depicting such a modification will appear 
in the monitoring model:  
<ChangeStyle old="h1 " new = "h2">       
  <Text> Allegro Mail Client </Text>       
  <Context start="1" end="20" before="" after="Item 2”/>      
</InsertText> 
Once the context-location module has characterized the object Product and its attribute 
title, the presentation-context module searches the presentation template (class Product) 
for such a reference (Product.title) and replaces the existing attribute (h1) by the new 
one (h2), resulting in the following line in the presentation template: <h2> <%= 
Product.title %> </h2>. 
This process can be generalized easily for every HTML structure (such as a table or selection 
list) and widget. Therefore, monitoring-model primitives can reflect changes and additions in 
style and page layout detected anywhere in the presentation template. Additionally, 
ambiguities are also addressed through the disambiguation module. That is, if the same object 
reference appears twice or more in the same presentation template, contextual information is 
analyzed. The contextual information appears in every primitive generated in the monitoring 
model (see previous examples of code), reflecting the start and end positions and the objects 
appearing immediately before and after it. Thus the system can determine the right object to 
change, with minimum ambiguity.  
The process of running high-level heuristics enriches the monitoring model with information 
resulting from the characterization explained above—that is, semantic knowledge such as 
concrete domain-object names, attributes and semantic relationships. Finally, a specialized 
module for managing changes processes the (enriched) monitoring model again in order to 
accomplish the changes to PEGASUS’s underlying domain and presentation models, sending 
back in turn a detailed report and prompting the user for help if needed. In the above example, 
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the attribute title of object EMC1 is readily modified by such changes to the monitoring 
module. 
Once performed, changes are only visible to the author who carried them out. This way, each 
user can see the presentation according to the changes s/he accomplished; presentation objects 
are rendered depending on the user profile. Instead of considering one presentation and 
domain-object-network per user, the system stores only the modified instances and identifies 
the corresponding changes in the user model when the page is generated again. 
 
3.3 An example 
At first sight, DESK client application looks like an HTML editor. It provides support for 
editing HTML pages and navigating through them. However, internally it manages a 
structured model of the user interaction (the monitoring model). As well as being used to 
record the user’s changes to dynamic web pages, the knowledge coded in the monitoring 
model is also employed to help the user accomplish cumbersome tasks automatically. This 
process is carried out by analyzing the monitoring model’s actions carefully and using a 
reactive assistant to act as a surrogate for the user when necessary.  
 
Figure 6. DESK authoring tool in editing mode 
Figure 6 shows the user interface of DESK client, where the web page depicted in Figure 1 is 
being modified as follows: a) the text “Applications” is to be inserted beside the “Internet” 
literal, and b) a few items from an HTML table have been cut and pasted into both a combo 
box and a selection list. In general, items can be added or removed from presentation 
structures by using a pop-up window that is made visible when double-clicking on the widget. 
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It is worth noting in Figure 6 that the user is attempting to replace an existing table containing 
product categories by a combo box. Such a widget contains one of the higher categories and 
also a selection list for selecting the subcategories of one of the elements chosen from the 
combo box. DESK automatically detects the user’s intent and suggests that the table should 
be replaced by the combo box and selection list. Figure 7 shows the result of such a process, 
once DESK has changed the presentation model on the server-side (the internal mechanism of 
DESK client- and server-sides are detailed in later sections). As we can see, the inserted text 
“Applications” appears twice in the final presentation (page title and tabbed pane at the top). 
This is because the change concerns an attribute, called title, included in the 
corresponding domain ontology’s instances, and therefore is rendered on both the tabbed pane 
and the page title. This eventually results in the literal “Internet” being replaced by “Internet 
Applications” at both those locations. Furthermore, the previous table has been replaced by a 
combo box and a selection list in the new version of the presentation. 
 
Figure 7. Resulting web page once the changes have been processed 
It is worth emphasizing that the changes that have been accomplished are far from being 
merely syntactical. The presentation depicted in the previous example was dynamically 
generated, coming from the domain and presentation models stored on the server. 
Consequently, the changes made to widgets, as well as the transformation shown, are 
automatically carried out by the system, which makes semantic assumptions about the 
presentation’s widget structures and deals with mappings to domain objects. As will be 
explained in the following sections, semantic information combined with the user’s syntactic 
actions offers interesting possibilities for user assistance, enabling to handle many 
transformations automatically.  
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3.3.1 Assistance in authoring tasks 
As mentioned before, the monitoring model is one of the chief elements in DESK. Aimed at 
tracking user interaction for further semantic processing, the monitoring model is updated 
continually, reflecting every user action. Besides monitoring user’s actions, the monitoring 
model is also taken into account on the client-side in order to analyze syntactic actions and 
provide users with help when authoring a web page. 
The DESK client features a mechanism intended to recognize the user’s intent and provide 
appropriate help. This intelligent component knows about presentation structures, and allows 
for user actions to carry out automatic transformations. Rather than continuously checking for 
concrete user actions on presentation structures, which would be very inefficient, DESK 
includes a pre-activation agent (DESK-A) that checks for lighter conditions and detects 
iteration patterns [18]. This will be detailed in Section 3.4. Only one agent is needed in order 
to check the monitoring model and detect different types of actions. The agent is activated 
when certain actions (e.g., copying elements from one widget into another) are detected. The 
agent looks for partial clues that alert the system to execute specific heuristics that trigger a 
more detailed analysis of actions and objects involved. The agent can be configured manually 
by defining its behavior in the form of rules. This task must be carried out by experts. The 
agent’s behavior is configured by a set of transformation hints such as the following: 
<TransformationHint searchLength="100"> 
  <widget type="Table" 
          changeTo="ComboBox,List" /> 
  <Condition action="Creation"         1 
             object="ComboBox" /> 
  <Condition action="Creation"          2 
             object="List" /> 
  <Condition action="PasteFragment"              3 
             from="Table" to="ComboBox"  
             repeat="3" /> 
  <Condition action="PasteFragment"         4 
             from="Table" to="List" 
             repeat="3" /> 
  <Condition fact="Relation" from="ComboBox"            5 
             to="List" /> 
</TransformationHint> 
This hint activates a specific heuristic for transforming a table into a combo box and a 
selection list when the following conditions are satisfied: (1) a combo box has been created, 
(2) a selection list has been created, (3 and 4) domain fragments have been pasted from a 
table into a combo box and a selection list (at least three times in each one) and (5) there is an 
existing relation between the information pasted (in terms of domain knowledge) into each 
widget. The searchLength attribute represents the number of actions in the monitoring 
model the agent will consider at any one time. This parameter is useful for tracking back the 
user’s actions related exclusively to the theme of one particular transformation (more than one 
transformation can be nested in the monitoring model). Once activated, the agent runs 
transformation heuristics to carry out more elaborated tests to work out how the 
transformation will be applied. This involves recognizing iteration patterns and coordinating 
data flow among presentation structures. 
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As already mentioned, the monitoring model comprises a sequence of instructions that reflect 
actions performed by the end-user. The following monitoring-model fragment shows two 
different primitives extracted from the previous example: the insertion of the string 
Applications and the transformation of a table into a combo box and a selection list:  
<InsertText>            1 
  <Text> Applications </Text> 
  <Context start="09" end="21"         2 
           before="T01" after="TB01">        3 
    <Text> Internet </Text> 
  </Context>   
</InsertText> 
<ChangeWidget> 
  <From type="Table" id="T01"          4 
        relation="subCategories"  
        class="HigherCategory" 
        objectID="Internet"/>       
  <To   type="ComboBox" id="C01"         5 
        relation="subCategories"/> 
        class="HigherCategory"/> 
  <To   type="List" id="L01"          6 
        relation="subCategories" 
        class ="LowerCategory" /> 
</ChangeWidget> 
As for the text insertion (1), it is worth noting how DESK uncovered contextual information 
about the change (2), that is, where the information is located: starting at the ninth position 
besides the string “Internet”, and ending at position twenty-one. Contextual semantics (3) 
reflect the fact that the insertion has been accomplished between the table T01 and the tabbed 
bar TB01 (DESK internally assigns an identifier to every widget when parsed). With regard 
to the transformation from a table to a combo box and a selection list, the code that the 
transformation heuristic generates comprises a high-level instruction that includes domain 
semantics and relationships between the widgets involved. This way, the code above reflects 
how a table (4), identified by T01 and generated by the relation subCategories of class 
HigherCategory and domain object Internet, is transformed into the combo box C01 
(5) and the selection list L01 (6), keeping the same domain relationship (subCategories) 
and belonging to different domain classes (HigherCategory for the combo box and 
LowerCategory for the selection list). 
In general, the DESK agent can deal with different types of changes by configuring the 
agent’s behavior in order to carry through meaningful transformation by using the monitoring 
model. Although DESK-A will be detailed in Section 3.4, interested readers can refer to [22] 
in order to find further cases of transformations that have been omitted in this paper for the 
sake of brevity.  
 
3.3.2 Exploiting semantics 
Once the monitoring model has been sent to the server-side component, the system carefully 
analyzes its content, instruction by instruction. Continuing with the example of the 
modifications presented above, the first instruction corresponds to the text insertion (the string 
“Internet”). For each instruction, the DESK server uses high-level heuristics to search the 
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domain model for information matching the domain objects, thereby adding (in the text-
insertion example) the following semantic: 
<Context class="Category" attribute ="id"  
         objectID="Internet"/> 
In this case DESK server-side has found a correspondence with the domain model, and the 
system processes the domain-model object that has the identifier “Internet” (which is an 
instance of Category). As a result, the system adds the name of the class, the attribute and 
the object as semantic context, changing the content of the id attribute to “Internet 
Applications” in the domain ontology as well. 
In the second example (the transformation of a table into a combo box and a selection list), 
the system notices that the change affects the presentation rather than the domain model, and 
no contextual information is added this time. Instead, the table is substituted by a combo box 
and a selection list in the presentation template for the class HigherCategory. After this 
modification, the new presentation template is as follows: 
<% if (availableSpace > 5) { %> 
   <widget type = "ComboBox">  
     <items> <%= subCategories %> </items> 
     <selectedItem> <%= selectedID %> </selectedItem> 
   </widget> 
   <widget type = "List">  
     <items>  
       <%= subCategories.item(SelectedID).subCategories %>  
     </items> 
   </widget> 
<% } else { %> 
   <table> 
     <tr> <td> <%= id %>            </td> </tr> 
     <tr> <td> <%= subcategories %> </td> </tr> 
   </table> 
<% } %> 
The variable SelectedID represents an input parameter used for widgets that involve 
selection at runtime, such as the combo box. This parameter is internally generated and 
managed by the system, depending on the number of input values needed for each widget.  
 
3.4 Iteration patterns 
Iteration patterns can be though of as a generalization of common user actions that can appear 
more than once, so that they can be used to apply similar behavior on future interaction. In a 
practical way, iteration patterns provide automatic mechanisms to assist the user in achieving 
cumbersome tasks.  
In order to deal with iteration patterns, the system exploits the monitoring model to extract 
meaningful information to reason about. As already explained, the monitoring model can be 
regarded as a low-level task model where all the actions that the user achieves on the web 
interface are stored and enriched with information about the interface itself. This way, one of 
the advantages of using a monitoring model is that a semantic history of user actions can be 
built in real time. In doing so, the system features DESK-A, a specialized agent included in 
DESK that analyses and manages the monitoring model to find iteration patterns. 
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3.4.1   Detecting iteration patterns 
Detecting iteration patterns consists of analyzing the history of user actions to find out 
meaningful information about the user’s high-level tasks. To carry out this challenge, the 
system implements a set of heuristics for identifying relationships among the user’s actions 
and the interface’s presentation elements. More precisely, the system detects linear 
relationships in the geometric structure of each widget to identify two different types of 
interaction patterns: regular patterns and non-regular patterns. 
Regular patterns can be considered as linear iteration sequences that can be detected by means 
of specialized algorithms. Such algorithms attempt to detect linear relationships on widget 
attributes (e.g., columns and rows in a table, a list of numbered items in a selection list, and so 
forth). By contrasts, non-regular patterns are meant to be iteration sequences where no a-priori 
linear relationships can be found by analyzing widget attributes. Consequently, they have to 
be tackled apart.   
 
Regular patterns 
Regular patterns are detected and processed by means of specialized heuristics called Iteration 
Pattern Algorithms (hereafter, IP Algorithms). IP Algorithms are a set of algorithms 
specialized in studying widgets and extracting specific properties from them. Such properties 
will help find suitable iteration masks for moving elements automatically from one widget 
into another, keeping the same domain model values and mappings. 
Initial Page Final Page
DESK-A detects 
an Iteration Pattern
User is Copying Elements form 
a Selection List into a Table
 
Figure 8. The scenario depicts how DESK-A has detected an automatic transformation of a 
selection list into a table 
Figure 8 shows some snapshots of DESK where an automatic transformation of widgets takes 
place. The figure depicts how the user is attempting to copy elements from a selection list into 
a table previously created. After a couple of intents, DESK-A asks the user for confirmation 
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in order to transform the selection list into a table. The tool accomplishes the transformation 
automatically once the user has accepted the suggestion. Finally, the selection list has been 
replaced with a table that has the same number of items and internal domain-model mappings. 
IP Algorithm is a key component in achieving automatic transformations. There are several IP 
Algorithms that can are applied depending on the type of widget the system deals with. A 
sample code of one of these algorithms (based on the scenario depicted in Figure 8) for 
addressing transformation of tables and selection lists is as follows:  
IP_Algorithm (Widget W1, W2, Set TG) { 
  ColumnSequence      = A.getColumnSequence(W2); 
  RowSequence         = A.getRowSequence(W2); 
  ElemIndexSequence   = A.getElementIndexSequence(W1); 
  ColJumpSet          = ColSequence.getColJumpSet(); 
  RowJumpSet          = RowSequence.getRowJumpSet(); 
  ColShiftSet         = BuildColShiftSet(ColumnSequence,   
                        ColJumpSet,RowJumpSet); 
  RowShiftSet         = BuildRowShiftSet(RowSequence,  
                        ColJumpSet,RowJumpSet); 
  Iterator            = BuildIterator(W2.getBounds(),  
                        TG, ColShiftSet, RowShiftSet, 
                        ElemIndexSequence); 
  ... 
  While (Iterator.hasNext()) { 
     i = Iterator.getNexti(i); 
     j = Iterator.getNextj(j); 
     k = Iterator.getNextk(k); 
     W2.setElementAt(i,j,W1.getElementAt(k)); 
  }  
} 
W1 represents the source widget (a selection list) and W2 is the destination one (a table). TG 
contains information about the widget’s properties (number of fixed columns and rows). A is a 
set that stores information about actions that concern the process of copying elements from 
one widget into another. This set is very useful in order to obtain common properties about 
the widget’s manipulation sequence (for example, the column insertion sequence of elements 
into a table), as well as to obtain an abstract model about the widgets that are being 
manipulated by the user throughout the interaction. Properties stored in A can be accessed by 
means of specialized methods:  
 A.getSize(Widget)  
 A.getElementIndexSequence (Widget)  
 A.getColumnSequence(Widget)  
 A.getRowSequence (Widget)  
 A.getElementAt(Widget,i[,j]) 
 A.getID(Widget) 
 A.getClassName(Widget) 
 A.getObjectName(Widget) 
 A.getExistsRelation(Widget1,Widget2) 
The main goal of the above operators is to provide the inference engine with information 
about the widget (and its properties), such as the size of a given widget, the insertion sequence 
of elements (index, column and row), the class and the object’s names as they appear in the 
domain model, and the existing relationships between the source widget and the destination 
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one. Therefore, the engine builds an iteration mask (Iterator) that provides an efficient 
mechanism for automatically copying elements from the source widget into the destination 
one, adapting the properties of the destination widgets as the original one appears in the 
underlying models of the interface.  
Figure 9 depicts an example (based on Figure 8) as the result of executing the above 
algorithm for copying elements from a selection list into a table. Before transforming the 
selection list intro a table, the system generates specific sets that store information concerning 
the rows and columns involved as well as the jump sequence’s sets. Finally, a couple of 
iteration masks are calculated for both column and row, those intended to create an automatic 
iteration process for carrying out the transformation among widgets. As shown in Figure 9, 
ColumnSequence and RowSequence sets contain, respectively, the column and the row 
insertion sequences of elements copied into the table at each user step. On the other hand, 
ElemIndexSequence contain the sequence of items selected for being copied from the 
selection list. Furthermore, the IP Algorithm calculates the column (ColJumpSet) and the 
row (RowJumpSet) jump sets by processing A. The algorithm also detects whether the 
insertion is carried out either on rows or columns by comparing both jump sets. This way, if 
RowJumpSet is greater (in size) than ColJumpSet, then the insertion is achieved by 
iterating through rows, if not the insertion is achieved by iterating through columns. 
Otherwise, if both sets have the same size, then special considerations has to be taken (there is 
a straight linear relationship between row and column on the insertion sequence). Next, an 
increment mask is calculated for columns (ColShiftSet) and rows (RowShiftSet) by 
using an operator, namely Average defined in Equation (1). 
RowSequence = {1,1,1,3,3,3}  ColumnSequence = {2,4,6,2,4,6}
RowJumpSet  = {4}    {=> Row-Based Insertion}    ColJumpSet  = {2,3,4,5,6}
ElementIndexSequence = {1,2,3,4,5,6}          Average (ElementIndexSequence,1,6) = 1
Average (RowSequence,1,2)    = Average {1,1} = 0   Average (ColunmSequence,1,2) = Average {2,4} = 2
Average (RowSequence,2,3)    = Average {1,1} = 0   Average (ColunmSequence,2,3) = Average {4,6} = 2
Average (RowSequence,3,4)    = Average {1,3} = 2   Average (ColunmSequence,4,5) = Average {2,4} = 2
Average (RowSequence,4,5)    = Average {3,3} = 0   Average (ColunmSequence,5,6) = Average {4,6} = 2
Average (RowSequence,5,6)    = Average {3,3} = 0
RowShiftSet = {(Row:1),0,0,2,0,0}              ColShiftSet = {(Col:2),2,2,#,2,2}
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Figure 9. Execution of an IP Algorithm when copying elements from a list into a table 
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(Eq. 1) 
Equation (1) represents an operator that calculates the average sequence of jumps. The 
operator is applied to obtain a couple of masks (ColShiftSet and RowShiftSet sets) 
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that include the increments used in the loop for column and row jumps. Initial positions are 
also considered at the beginning of the loop (Col:2 and Row:1), resulting in this case as 
follows: increasing 2 columns for the first time, jumping then two more rows (# in 
RowShifSet and 2 in ColShiftSet), next jumping 2 columns, and finally repeating the 
sequence all over again. All these sets are finally used to create the iteration index intended to 
iterate though the widgets and easily complete the iteration sequence previously calculated.  
Figure 10 shows several examples of similar transformation processes, where different cases 
of tables with different types of insertion sequences are depicted. Those result in different 
values for each set depending on each widget’s geometry. As shown, the algorithm can face 
correctly a great deal of cases where cut-in columns and rows are detected as part of the 
iteration mask, using & symbol for row-based jumps and # for column-based jumps. Figure 
10 also shows a case where the iteration pattern is defined as an identity function (the same 
number of row jumps than column ones), finely detected by DESK-A as well. 
ColunmSequence = {1,3,5,1,2,3,4,5,6,1,3,5}
RowSequence    = {1,1,1,2,2,2,2,2,2,3,3,3}
ColJumpSet  = {2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12} 
RowJumpSet  = {4,10}  => Row-Based Insertion
ColShiftSet = {(Col:1),2,2,#,1,1,1,1,1,#,2,2}
RowShiftSet = {(Row:1),0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0}
X1 X3
X4 X6 X8 X9
X11 X12
....
X2
X10
X5 X7
 X8 ....
X1
X2
X3
X4
X5
X6
X7
ColunmSequence = {1,1,1,1,3,3,3,3}
RowSequence    = {1,2,3,4,1,2,3,4}
ColJumpSet  = {5} => Column-Based Insertion
RowJumpSet  = {2,3,4,5,6,7,8}
ColShiftSet = {(Col:1),0,0,0,2,0,0,0}
RowShiftSet = {(Row:1),1,1,1,&,1,1,1}
X1 X2 X3 X4 X5
X6 X7 X8 X9 X10
....
ColunmSequence = {1,2,4,5,6,1,2,4,5,6}
RowSequence    = {1,1,1,1,1,2,2,2,2,2}
ColJumpSet  = {2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10}
RowJumpSet  = {6}      => Row-Based Insertion
ColShiftSet = {(Col:1),1,2,1,1,#,1,2,1,1}
RowShiftSet = {(Row:1),0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0}
....
X1
X2
X3
ColunmSequence = {1,2,3}
RowSequence    = {1,2,3}
ColJumpSet  = {2,3} => Row-Based Insertion
RowJumpSet  = {2,3}  => Column-Based Insertion
ColShiftSet = {(Col:1),1,#} = {1}
RowShiftSet = {(Row:1),1,&} = {1}
 
Figure 10. Some examples of iteration patterns detected by IP Algorithms 
 
Non-regular patterns 
Unfortunately, it is not always possible to create an iteration pattern that best fits a sequence 
started by the user. Actually, when the system is not able to find out linear relationships in 
iterative sequences on the widget’s geometry then had-hoc or specific-purpose iteration 
patterns have to be considered. 
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The system faces the challenge of non-regular patterns by enabling the hand-coded creation of 
a pool of pre-defined iteration patterns. Those can be defined by experts. Therefore, it is able 
to customize the design and tell the system how to resolve the iteration in order to accomplish 
the transformation successfully. The pool of non-regular patterns can be included in the 
engine configuration, specifying the behavior for how DESK-A has to deal with each type of 
widget. 
X1
X2 X3
X4
....                     
X1 X2 X3
X4 X5 X6
....                     
Figure 11. Two examples of non-regular iteration patterns detected while copying elements 
from a selection list into a table 
Figure 11 shows an example of two iteration patterns that can be defined in the non-regular 
part of the DESK-A configuration file. This example reflects non-regular patterns where 
linear relationships are hard to find out, since there is not a straight relationship among the 
widget’s attributes (column and row insertion sequences), so that IP Algorithms cannot be 
applied directly. In any case, non-regular patterns cannot be considered commonplace. 
Actually, they are rather difficult to find in common practice, so that a customized pool of 
predefined patterns is used in order for the system to tackle such a kind of patterns. 
 
3.4.2   DESK-A 
As shown in Figure 12, DESK-A (DESK-Agent) is a specialized inference assistant for 
finding out high-level tasks related to user actions.  
DESK-A Configuration
<TransformationHint searchLength="100">
<widget type="Table"
changeTo="ComboBox,List" />
<Condition action="Creation"
object="ComboBox" />
<Condition action="Creation" 
object="List" />
<Condition action="PasteFragment"
from="Table" to="ComboBox" 
repeat="3" />
<Condition action="PasteFragment"
from="Table" to="List"
repeat="3" />
<Condition fact="Relation" 
from="ComboBox” to="List" />
...
</TransformationHint>
Monitoring
User’s Actions
XML
IP
Algorithms
for detecting
Iteration
patterns
DESK-A
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Figure 12. DESK-A overview  
While DESK-A is based on Information Agents [1] and Wrappers [13, 25], by contrast it 
searches the monitoring model, which has an explicit semantic representation of the user’s 
actions, rather than searching the HTML code directly. Therefore DESK-A is able to activate 
more complex heuristics in order to find out transformation of presentation widgets, such as 
transforming a combo box into a table or transforming a table into a selection list. DESK-A 
can also infer more complex intentions automatically, such as sorting a selection list and 
copying attributes from one table cell into another. 
DESK-Agent detects and manages both regular and non-regular patterns by monitoring the 
user input. Basically, DESK-Agent comprises three main states: 
 Pre-activation: where the agent checks the monitoring model for high level tasks. 
This depends on the configuration set. 
 Activation: where the agent searches for specific widget values in the monitoring 
model once it is pre-activated. Here, DESK-A analyzes in-depth the history of user 
actions and creates different models for each widget involved in the interaction. 
 Execution: where the agent executes the transformations taking into account the 
values found at the activation step. 
DESK-Agent searches the monitoring model for primitives that better fit the requirements 
defined at its configuration. The agent can be set-up by defining a configuration file on the 
client-side. That configuration reflects the agent’s behavior:  
<TransformationHint> 
  ... 
  <widget type="List" changeTo="Table"> 
    <Condition action="Creation"   
               widget="Table"  /> 
    <Condition action="PasteFragment"  
               from="Table" to="List" /> 
    <Non_Regular_Pattern_Pool> 
      <Pattern  col_sequence="1,1,2,2"  
                row_sequence="1,2,2,3"  
                elem_sequence="1,2,3,4"> 
        <Resolve i="from 1 to List.getSize(); i++1" 
             next_col_sequence="col[i],col[i]"  
                next_row_sequence="row[i],row[i+1] "  
                next_elm_sequence="elm[i]" /> 
      </Pattern> 
      <Pattern col_sequence="1,2,3,2,3,4"  
               row_sequence="1,1,1,2,2,2"  
                 elm_sequence="1,2,3,4,5,6"> 
        <Resolve  
                next_col_sequence="3,4,5,4,5,6,..."  
                next_row_sequence="3,3,3,4,4,4,..."  
                next_elm_sequence="7,8,9,10,11,..." /> 
      </Pattern> 
      ... 
    </Non_Regular_Pattern_Pool> 
  </widget> 
  ... 
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</TransformationHint> 
The above code is a fragment of the DESK-A configuration, where 
<TransformationHint> elements are pre-activation directives that the agent will check 
for arranging transformations between both widgets (<widget>), in this case a selection list 
(type="List") and a table (changeTo="Table"). Furthermore, DESK-A checks the 
creation status (action="Creation") of the table, as reflected in <Condition> 
elements, and analyses the copy sequence of elements (action="PasteFragment") 
from the table into the selection list, identifying dependences between the two widgets. When 
all these prerequisites are satisfied, the agent executes transformation heuristics for detecting 
iteration patterns (IP Algorithms) by selecting meaningful information from the monitoring 
model. Finally, the process results in transforming the widgets and keeping the same structure 
that holds the source widget by firstly asking the user for confirmation.  
DESK-Agent also deals with non-regular patterns by supporting the creation of a pool of pre-
defined iteration patterns (<Pattern> element inside 
<Non_Regular_Pattern_Pool>, in the agent configuration code). This way, DESK-A 
completes and resolves (<Resolve> element) the iteration sequence in order to accomplish 
the transformation successfully. Non-regular patterns are represented by using an indexed-
construction, defining a for-like loop to iterate through columns, rows and selection list items 
(<Resolve i="from 1 to List.getSize(); i++1" ). Furthermore, DESK-A 
supports a numerical representation of iteration sets (<Resolve next_col_sequence 
= "3,4,5,4,5,6,... ") for column, row and item indexes. This kind of specification 
becomes far more natural and easy-to-understand for non-expert users. 
In short, DESK-A provides an intelligent assistant to help end-users carry out different, 
sometimes difficult to achieve, kind of actions while editing web pages. The configuration 
(file) of the assistant can be customized by experts, in order for DESK-A to act according to 
the end-user’s needs. This mechanism can be extended for increasing productivity in user 
interaction by means of providing non-expert users with continuous assistance in their daily 
solving activities with computer applications as well as generating programming code without 
the necessity of learning programming or specification languages. This challenge can be 
carried out by exploiting the monitoring and semantic detection strategies. The main goal is to 
assist the user in a great deal of different scenarios, such as classical interface builders and 
toolkits, authoring tools for generating model-based user interfaces and, in general terms, 
programming environments. To this purpose, the abstract mechanism of pattern detection can 
be extended and new IP Algorithms can be created, in order for other kind of user intentions 
to be detected by the system regardless of the domain and the interface used. To corroborate 
this hypothesis, an experiment with real users has been carried out. That experiment helped to 
evaluate the accuracy of the intelligent heuristics implemented and the system’s response to 
different user modifications. 
 
4. Evaluation and discussion 
The main goal of the work presented is to provide easy-to-use mechanisms for personalizing 
dynamic web pages. To achieve this, a methodological approach for generating and authoring 
dynamic web pages has been proposed and fully implemented. While most commercial and 
other existing approaches are focused on dealing with static aspects or force the user to create 
code at some point, this approach protects the user from having to use programming 
languages when authoring dynamic web pages. To carry out such a challenge, the system 
features an intelligent reverse-engineering mechanism that helps end-users carry out 
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modifications in a WYSIWYG environment. Therefore the system accomplishes the changes 
by automatically modifying the underlying models on the server, thus providing end-users 
with a new web page with minimal effort.  
An initial experiment has been carried out in order to evaluate and assess the quality of the 
approach presented here. Next sections reports on an experiment carried out with real users 
that has helped evaluate the authoring mechanisms supported by DESK. Additionally, a 
discussion will be provided in order to analyze DESK’s functionality.  
 
4.1 User experiment 
For the study, we recruited 12 participants with heterogeneous scientific backgrounds from 
our academic institution. The participants were given a 10-minute general introduction to the 
goal of the study. This experiment started with the premise that users were expected to have 
no or minimal skills in web programming, but to have a basic ability to handle web 
navigation. Post-study interviews revealed that only 40% of participants had any web 
programming experience, which was limited to creating and modifying simple HTML pages 
manually. However, all of them had significant experience in WYSIWYG web authoring and 
navigation, which were the only skills required to carry out our experiment. 
In general, the main objectives of this experiment were 1) measure DESK’s hit rate in 
inferring user intentions from their actions monitored throughout the experiment and 2) 
observe each user’s perceived predictability and the ease of use in web page authoring with 
DESK. In order to fulfill those objectives, a study was designed, consisting of asking users to 
use DESK for authoring a dynamic web page containing a great variety of content and 
presentation elements. The changes suggested to users consisted of replacing text,  
transforming widgets (such as a bullet list into a table), adding new elements to the table 
created, modifying text attributes (color, justification and so on), inserting new text, removing 
existing text and moving HTML objects. The task was then to modify the given page (i.e., 
carrying out changes to page elements independently of the order) to obtain a personalized 
final version with all the changes applied. The lack of a specified order in which the 
modifications can be made helped us measure the accuracy of inference, the expressiveness 
and the freedom of design provided by DESK, placing no restriction on the way users carried 
out the customizations from the initial design. Consequently, different users could carry out 
the modifications by following different steps and thereby we expect the system to respond in 
different ways. The main objective of this was to get the maximum information about the 
operation of the system’s inference mechanisms. The variety of modifications proposed 
helped us observe different aspects of the system’s behavior and inferences made, such as: 
- How the system identifies different domain objects by using contextual information 
extracted from user modifications. 
- How the user was assisted in the automatic transformation carried out. In this case, it 
was interesting to observe the system’s behavior in transforming automatically 
presentation elements (e.g., a bullet list into a table), using the mechanisms explained 
in previous sections. 
- How the system can move, add, remove or insert new domain elements while keeping 
the contextual information and relating such modifications with the correct domain 
objects. 
- How the system can find attributes of domain objects related to style modifications in 
the presentation’s templates. 
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- How the system can control consistency with the new elements created by the 
automatically suggested transformation, identifying presentation structures and 
allowing the user to add new components. The system was expected to discover where 
to add the new content in the domain ontology. In this study, the user added new 
content to the table automatically created by the system. 
This experience revealed interesting aspects from both DESK and the user’s behavior. For 
each user intervention, we studied data extracted from internal system variables and DESK’s 
monitoring model, with the aim of analyzing DESK’s accuracy and behavior. Specifically, we 
studied the following parameters: 
a) The time the user took to carry out all the changes. 
b) The number of primitives generated in the monitoring model. 
c) The inference hit rate (in inferring user intentions.). 
Although the study generated a great deal of information, we summarize here the most 
important results obtained. 
Table 1. Total number of primitives, hit rate and time measured 
 Nº Primitives Hit Rate Time Consumed 
Maximum 281 98% 7 minutes 
Minimum 155 90% 4 minutes, 11 seconds 
Mean 200 95% 5 minutes, 39 seconds 
Standard Deviation 34 2.9 0.8 
 
Table 1 shows the numerical values obtained by the experiment. The first column shows the 
number of primitives generated during the user interaction and recorded on the monitoring 
model. This number differs from one user to another, as maximum and minimum values 
indicate. This is principally due to the fact that DESK offers enough expressiveness for a task 
to be accomplished in different ways, and so the number of primitives observed depends on 
the step each user followed to achieve the changes proposed. The average number of 
primitives generated was 200. In the second column, the hit rate shows 95% success in 
inferring users’ intentions. This implies that DESK achieves most changes successfully when 
carrying out the reverse-path analysis. Any errors were mainly due to ambiguities when 
inferring user intentions [22] and they will be considered for future improvements. The final 
column shows the time that users spent in accomplishing the modifications. As we can see, 
participants spent an average of 5 minutes and 39 seconds on this part of the experiment. As 
the standard deviation shows, the spread of times is not very significant, since all participants 
were able to use standard web tools and therefore quickly became familiar with DESK’s 
features. This corroborates one of our initial assumptions, since users perceived that DESK is 
similar to other static web tools but includes powerful mechanisms to modify dynamic web 
pages automatically. 
Additionally, two different questionnaires were used to evaluate human reactions to the 
interaction with DESK, covering the topics of satisfaction, ease of use and user expectations. 
Users were asked to fill out a questionnaire based on User Interface Satisfaction [7] and 
another based on Perceived Usefulness and Ease of Use [10]. The questions in both 
questionnaires were selected and customized to mainly focus on DESK, avoiding asking 
participants to respond to unrelated questions. The main objective of this second part of the 
study was to obtain maximum information about users’ perceptions when working with 
DESK. 
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The evaluation of the questionnaires also revealed interesting conclusions concerning ease of 
use and predictability of the authoring tool. The predictability is a value ranged between 0 
(minimum) and 5 (maximum) that users perceived when observing the final design inferred 
by the system. This variable can be considered as a way to estimate both frustration and 
expectation. A small value reflects the fact that the final design inferred by DESK did not 
agree with the user’s intent, whereas a large value reflects the opposite. In most cases, 
expectation can be considered proportional to frustration. If the user’s expectation is high and 
the system does not respond as desired, frustration will be also high. The predictability’s 
result obtained through the experiment was: Maximum=5, Minimum=3, Mean=4.2 and 
Deviation=0.6, which indicates a good level of predictability for DESK, meaning that the 
final design inferred by DESK matched what users wanted and so in most cases they ended up 
with a low rate of frustration. We can also conclude that on average the authoring tool 
inferred the changes to the dynamic presentation that the user expected.  
With respect to the ease of use, results obtained support the initial hypothesis. All users 
(100%) thought of DESK as an easy-to-use authoring tool, very similar in some ways to other 
static authoring tools they may have used, but with an extra and powerful capability of 
authoring dynamically generated web pages. In this experiment, open questions also revealed 
that most users considered DESK to be a useful tool that can be applied to daily tasks such as 
authoring personal agendas and CVs, dealing with database-generated pages, managing 
dynamic on-line courses and teaching information, managing collaborative documents, 
authoring student forums and laboratory web pages, and so forth. Bearing in mind such 
opinions, we affirm that there is an obvious and increasing need to provide end-users with 
easy mechanisms for dealing with dynamically generated web contents in real time. 
 
4.2 Related work   
This research aims at providing a set of PBE (Programming by Example) techniques intended 
for authoring domain-independent web-based user interfaces and dealing with high-level user 
tasks. Different domains have been considered in order to validate the tool. From this point of 
view, DESK is comparable to other approaches such as Predictive Interfaces [12] and 
Learning Information Agents [1], where the system observes and monitors the user interaction 
with the software environment. These approaches help the user by predicting and suggesting 
some commands to carry out tasks automatically.  
One of the main limitations of early PBE systems that monitor user’s actions [9] is that they 
are too literal. Some of these systems replay a sequence of actions at the keystroke and 
mouse-click level, without taking any account of context or attempting any kind of 
generalization. By contrast, later works are based on recording user actions at higher level of 
abstraction and making explicit attempts to generalize them. However, such systems have 
been demonstrated only in special, non-standard, often tailor-made software environments 
[15].  
Eager (described in [9]) is one of the most famous PBE attempts to bring together PBE and 
Predictive Interfaces. Eager is a Macintosh-based assistant that detects consecutive 
occurrences of a repetitive task and proposes the user complete the loop automatically. The 
loop is inferred by observing the user’s actions. Eager needs the user to complete two 
consecutive tasks. This becomes a limitation since occurrences do not have to appear 
consecutively. Familiar [31] overcomes some Eager’s limitations but it does not address the 
previous mentioned problem either. Other works, like APE and SMARTEdit (both described 
in [15]) attempt to solve this difficulty by using machine-learning mechanisms in order to 
learn efficiently and rapidly when to make a suggestion and which sequence of actions to 
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suggest to the user. By contrast, DESK analyses the monitoring model regardless of the 
number and the sequence of user actions, and it finds meaningful high-level information about 
the user’s intent. DESK operates in real time and does not need to learn about the user’s 
behavior, by using a rule-based approach rather than machine-learning algorithms. As well as 
Familiar, DESK is a domain-independent approach, but in DESK the domain information is 
used in order to enhance the inference process.  
Mondrian, a Lieberman’s earlier work described in [9], was based on AppleScript to monitor 
the user and control applications. However, Mondrian does not provide domain independence 
and high-level application knowledge either. Similarly, in TELS [26] the system takes into 
account the user’s actions, inferring iteration patterns for addressing loops and conditions. 
TELS enables the end-user to meet the inference process, by asking for her/him opinion. In 
DESK, the system avoids the user from having to make assumptions about the inference 
mechanisms and so the PBE-based inference process becomes totally transparent. However, 
in order to solve only ambiguous situations, the system asks the user for help. 
The use of data models was already present in PBE systems like Peridot [25] and HandsOn 
[4]. In a very simple form, Peridot enables the user to create a list of sample data to construct 
lists of user interface widgets. The data model in Peridot consists of lists of primitive data 
types. In HandsOn, the interface designer can manipulate explicit examples of application 
data at design-time to build custom dynamic displays that depend on application data at run-
time. Our view in this regard is that it is interesting to lift these restrictions and support richer 
information structures. To this end, DESK uses ontology-based domain information for 
further user-intent characterization.  
Concerning EUD (End-User Development) related work, there have been interesting 
contributions during the last years. WebRevenge [29] can track the reverse path of a web 
page. WebRevenge generates a CCTT task model [30] by analyzing the interaction and the 
interface’s elements.  WebRevenge works together with TERESA [24], an abstract authoring 
tool for modeling applications from CCTT-based task models. TERESA handles the forward 
engineering and WebRevenge the reverse path, in order to provide support to web-based 
migration of applications to different platforms. By contrast, DESK is intended to help the 
user during the interaction with the system rather than when using it as a multi-modal 
generation system. DESK also takes into account both user interaction and an ontological data 
model is used during the interaction to improve the inference process. DESK uses a low-level 
task model rather than a CCTT-based one, where interface objects, domain information and 
user actions are embedded to enrich the monitoring model with semantics used for further 
characterizing the user’s intent. 
Another interesting work also closely related to EUD paradigm is LAPIS [23]. LAPIS is a 
web scraper that allows rendering high-level conceptual information by means of a pattern 
library and using a simple web browser. LAPIS parses the HTML and transforms tag and link 
level elements into conceptual representations that help end-user understand web information 
easily. As well as LAPIS, DESK parses HTML code and characterizes information from web 
pages by using a data model. However, DESK provides the user with WYSIWYG 
mechanisms for authoring web pages, analyzing also user’s actions as part of the 
characterization process for inferring user intentions.  
As for commercial web development tools, probably Microsoft FrontPage and Macromedia 
Dreamweaver are the most popular ones. These tools offer a high functionality (i.e., a great 
expressivity and variety of different functions) and provide environments intended to deal 
with different web-based languages such as HTML, CSS, XSL, XML, JSP, ASP and so forth. 
Although these tools also come with multiple tool bars and debugging facilities, they are not 
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intended for typical Web users, rather they are intended for Web designers. In order to modify 
procedural, content and presentation information the user has to act at some point as a skilled 
designer, dealing with web-based languages (or at least with a visual representation of them) 
and being subjected to the authoring formalisms. Some studies [34] revealed that although 
much progress has been made by commercial web development tools, most of the end-user 
tools that they reviewed (including Microsoft FrontPage and Macromedia Dreamweaver) did 
not lack functionality but rather ease-of-use. In general, the cognitive load in carrying out 
editing tasks by using such environments is very high, because these commercial tools are 
mostly intended for professional designers rather than end-users. Although providing with the 
highest capability is a first-order concern in commercial authoring environments, end-users 
might just want to accomplish customization and easy changes to concrete parts of a dynamic 
web interface. This implies reducing expressiveness in favor of increasing the ease of use, 
something that is barely visible in existing commercial authoring tools today. In DESK, the 
goal is to provide easy mechanisms for authoring dynamic adaptive web pages, relieving the 
user from having to deal with programmatic representations. DESK includes less functionally 
than commercial tools in favor of increasing the ease of use. The tools presented here features 
intelligent mechanisms intended to fulfill end-user needs, automatically modifying the 
underlying ontologies in PEGASUS and traversing the reverse path with no user intervention. 
This way, end-users can easily customize and make partial changes to dynamic web pages. 
Furthermore, end-users are provided with assistance during the authoring process. Therefore, 
users only have to achieve syntactic changes in a WYSIWYG environment, taking no notice 
of specification languages and of procedural information that is automatically tackled by the 
system. 
 
5. Conclusions 
Most of tools and technologies targeted at authoring the dynamic web still require advanced 
technical knowledge that domain experts, content producers, graphic designers or even 
average programmers usually lack. Commercial development environments have been 
provided for these technologies, and they help manage projects and provide code browsing 
and debugging facilities; but they are intended for expert developers rather than end-users. 
Consequently, web applications are expensive to develop and customize for end-users and 
often are of poor quality, which is currently an important hurdle for the development of web 
applications. 
Many informal user studies revealed that the web development tool that users envision is 
typically “Word for Web Apps”, expressing a preference for a desktop-based tool that 
embraces the WIMP, drag-and-drop, and copy-and-paste metaphors, offers wizards, examples 
and template solutions [33]. The research presented here is an effort to face such a challenge. 
It aims at combining the ease of use of an interactive authoring tool with the power of the 
model-based approach, providing an integral solution to enable end-users to modify adaptive 
ontology-driven web applications.  
Our main contribution is focused on DESK, which provides the designer with an intuitive 
authoring environment capable of addressing complex web page designs. The authoring tool 
presented is based on the Programming by Example paradigm, where the user supplies the 
system with an example of what he or she wants to get and the system infers the changes to 
dynamic page generation procedures automatically. From monitoring user actions, DESK 
obtains information that will be processed together with semantic domain knowledge. Such 
information will be used to infer the knowledge necessary to provide the user with assistance 
during the authoring process. Changes are automatically carried out in the server by using 
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both domain and presentation knowledge from PEGASUS. DESK tries to infer maximal 
information from user actions and from existing semantic knowledge that is independent from 
the application domain. While DESK is focused on making changes to presentation objects, 
PEGASUS’s domain ontologies are fixed and can only be modified (i.e., insert, add or 
remove new classes, attributes, relations and objects) by specific ontology tools such as 
PERSEUS. However, our contribution is also focused on supplying support to change some 
static content on the generated presentations. This way, we provided DESK with the ability to 
change content. This principally means to change the value of some attributes and data fields 
in the domain objects of the application’s domain model. This kind of modification does not 
affect the ontology classes at all, but only the domain objects created for a concrete 
presentation. On the other hand, this kind of atomic-content changes could be useful for the 
end-users, as s/he might desire to change some text (corrections, amendments), translate small 
pieces of information (into different languages) or simply add some content to customize the 
presentation accordingly. 
Additionally, DESK features a specialized assistant. Namely DESK-Agent detects the user’s 
high-level tasks during the interaction and executes heuristics to achieve transformations on 
presentation elements with the aim of automating iterative tasks. DESK-A checks up on pre-
activation condition and searches the history of user actions for obtaining meaningful 
information about widget characteristics. This automates a great deal of transformation 
processes and provides the user with assistance to complete iterative tasks on him or her 
behalf.  
To test assumptions about our approach’s ease of use, we have carried out an initial user test. 
This experiment shows that is possible to reduce the ‘gentle slope’ of complexity by 
supplying an easy-to-use WYSIWYG user interface, but has revealed some limitations on 
expressive power, owing to the fact that DESK is focused on concrete WYSIWYG 
representations rather than abstract ones. The outcome of the experiment revealed a high 
satisfaction rate of users with respect to the tool. This was due to the similarity that the users 
perceive with respect to ordinary web editing and browsing tools, although by contrast the 
proposed system includes some add-on mechanisms that allow for editing dynamic web pages 
and assisting the user in accomplishing cumbersome tasks. 
All in all, the main goal of the work proposed was not to provide a universal solution to the 
issue of end-user authoring, but to find out how far one can go without leaving the 
WYSIWYG approach. More precisely, this work makes minimal assumptions about user 
skills in web-based languages, supplying with a EUD solution that involves an automatic 
process of reverse engineering intended to extract user intent and reduce interaction efforts. 
The presented work is based on well-known disciplines such as Programming By Example 
and Model-Based User Interfaces paradigms. In this sense, PBE and MBUI techniques can be 
combined together in order to relieve the user from having to deal with web-based languages 
and complex non-end-user-intended development environments. Certainly, this implies to 
reduce sometimes the expressiveness of MBUI approach, since users do not need to 
manipulate declarative specifications of the interface, but to dedicate all their effort to easily 
carry out their expectation in software customization [17]. In general terms, the user should 
not be aware of the interface’s internal specification processes. This led to research on formal 
mechanisms in order to implement intelligent authoring tools that help users modify dynamic 
web-based pages and thereby provide them with an approach intended to deal with their daily, 
non-programming-oriented creative problem-solving activities. 
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